
 

English Medium-Term Plan – Spring 2  
 

Half-term plan for topic/book English – This is me       

Book to read to the class Wonder        

Reading aims These include: to identify themes with our novel; To identify evidence in a story which can be used to support comprehension and also 
to provide ideas for writing. To identify language to persuade and to identify descriptive words and phrases. To develop the key skills 
linked to comprehension focusing on vocabulary, inference, prediction, explanation, retrieval and summarising.  

Year 
group: 
Six  

Reading: decoding and comprehension 

These can be oral outcomes. They do not have to be written  

Spelling and handwriting - Handwriting should be taught daily until correct 

letter formation is embedded. It should then be taught regularly to ensure accurate 
joining. Spelling is cumulative and needs to be taught daily 

Reading VIPERS will be used to develop skills focusing on various extracts from classic novels and our class novel   

Week 1  

  

 

 

 

Key Skill – VIPERS   

Lesson 1  

Review VIPERS  

Ask children to give definition – can they give an example of question using each VIPERS  

Focus on class novel ‘Wonder’ children to focus on summarising the text we have read so far – 
can they recall key skills of summarising and what needs to be included  

Use of VIPERS to explore the content of the novel – focus on using evidence from the text and 
images to support answers to ensure higher level answers are given  

Lesson 2  

SAT style text – children to answer questions using VIPERS skills – ensure answers are detailed 
and answered within a given period of time  

Spelling rule – words with endings which sound like /shuhl/ after a vowel 
letter     

Words with an /or/ sound spelt ‘or’ 

Discussion definition of words from spelling list. Can children use the words in 
a sentence to show meaning?  Explore patterns within words to aid spelling  

Handwriting  

Correct letter formations  

Letters joined in the correct places  

Letters formed correctly to ensure accurate presentation  

Improved presentation and attitude towards presentation in books  

 

Week 2 Key Skill – VIPERS – film extract clip  

Lesson 1  

Focus on explaining answers based on evidence from novel and film  

Develop skills of comparisons to make comparisons between the events in the novel and the film 
clip – ensure detailed evidence is used in answers to justify views  

Lesson 2  

SAT style text – children to answer questions using VIPER skills – ensure answers are detailed 
and answered within a given period of time  

Spelling rule – words with endings which sound like /shuhl/ after a 
consonant letter     

Words with /or/ sound spelt ‘au’ 

Discussion definition of words from spelling list. Can children use the words in 
a sentence to show meaning?  Explore patterns within words to aid spelling  

Handwriting  

Correct letter formations  

Letters joined in the correct places  

Letters formed correctly to ensure accurate presentation  



 
 
 

 

Improved presentation and attitude towards presentation in books  

Week 3 Key Skill – VIPERS  

Lesson 1  

Can children group question types under the correct heading? Discuss the clues in the question 
which help us to identify question types  

Focus on identifying the key themes within the image– can children use these to make informed 
predictions about future events?  

Children to answer focus questions using VIPERS skills  

Lesson 2  

SAT style text – children to answer questions using PEE and VIPERS skills – ensure answers are 
detailed and answered within a given period of time 

Spelling rule – words with a ‘soft c’ spelt /ce/   

Convert nouns or adjectives into verbs using the suffix -ate 

Discussion definition of words from spelling list. Can children use the words in 
a sentence to show meaning?  Explore patterns within words to aid spelling  

Handwriting  

Correct letter formations  

Letters joined in the correct places  

Letters formed correctly to ensure accurate presentation  

Improved presentation and attitude towards presentation in books  

Week 4  Key Skill – VIPERS – linked to class novel   

Lesson 1  

Focus on summarising events so far in the novel. Can children make predictions on the future of 
different characters in the story – why do they feel their predictions are correct? Ensure evidence 
is used to support views and opinions  

Questions to ask a character – children to find out more about the future plot – what questions 
would they ask the characters? Structure questions correctly  

Lesson 2  

SAT style text – children to answer questions using PEE and VIPERS skills – ensure answers are 
detailed and answered within a given period of time 

Spelling rule – word families based on common words showing how 
families are related in form and meaning    

Convert nouns or adjectives in to verbs using the suffix -ise  

Discussion definition of words from spelling list. Can children use the words in 
a sentence to show meaning?  Explore patterns within words to aid spelling  

Handwriting  

Correct letter formations  

Letters joined in the correct places  

Letters formed correctly to ensure accurate presentation  

Improved presentation and attitude towards presentation in books  

Week 5  Key Skill – VIPERS 

Lesson 1  

Children to have answers to questions – can they write the questions using VIPERS skills   

Children to focus on vocabulary used within class novel can children define words? Can they 
identify synonyms for the given words? Can they suggest more powerful or less powerful words to 
use instead?  

Lesson 2  

SAT style text – children to answer questions using PEE and VIPERS skills – ensure answers are 
detailed and answered within a given period of time 

Spelling rule – word families based on common words showing how 
families are related in form and meaning    

Convert nouns or adjectives in to verbs using the suffix -ify 

Discussion definition of words from spelling list. Can children use the words in 
a sentence to show meaning?  Explore patterns within words to aid spelling  

Handwriting  

Correct letter formations  

Letters joined in the correct places  

Letters formed correctly to ensure accurate presentation  

Improved presentation and attitude towards presentation in books  



 
 
 

 

Week 6  End of half term review  

Children to answer SAT style questions based on a range of texts – can children use VIPERS to 
support answers and structure their answers? 

Discuss questions with children and review the accurate structure of answers  

Can children use their VIPERS and PEE skills effectively?   

Spelling rule – Statutory spelling words    

Convert nouns or adjectives in to verbs using the suffix -en  

Discussion definition of words from spelling list. Can children use the words in 
a sentence to show meaning?  Explore patterns within words to aid spelling  

Handwriting  

Correct letter formations  

Letters joined in the correct places  

Letters formed correctly to ensure accurate presentation  

Improved presentation and attitude towards presentation in books  

 

Year 5 and 6 statutory spelling words will be tested over the course of the half term 
 
 
 
 
 


